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conomic pressures
at .- Simple
e
x plans

By Robert Fourer
Prospects are becoming increasingly dim for development
of -t'he 20-acre -- MIT-owned
Simplex factory site, purchased
for $12.75 million two and a
half years ago.
Plans for a-1200-unit housing
development on the site.have
been prepared by the Institute
Planning 'Office, but a soft
housing market, a sluggish economy, and rising construction
costs and taxes may force indefinite postponement of financing
and construction arrangements.'
Development now would be
an "expensive, perhaps hazardous undertaking," according to
project director 'Dick Dover,
who presented the plans at an
open meeting of the Corporation.
Joint Advisory Committee
(CJAC) last Thursday evening.
He was'accompanied by other
Planning Office officials and
Vice President Kenneth Wadleigh.
Average monthly rent for a
two-bedroom, 1000sq uare-foot
apartment 'would · be $438,
according to projections made
last spring on the basis of 80
unit/acre "quality" construction
- at the level of Harvard's Peabody Terrace on Memorial Drive
- and long-term, low-interest
financing :under a state program
which requires one-fourth of the
units to be subsidized for lowincome tenants.
At such a high price it is
Iexpected,-that the 900 nonsubsidized units would be
Iespecially difficult to fill. Planning Office surveys; of MIT stu-_
Idents, faculty and
staff show
Ithat full tenancy under present

conditions could be assumed
only with the help of a number
of optimistic estimates.
Prospects for less costly and
less risky housing for MIT peo.ple had seemed much better
when the land was originallybought, Wadleigh admitted. He
added that objectives set during
this initial optimism -including
the establishment of "quality"
project standards and the pledge
of full tax payment to the city.were in part responsible for the
nearly prohibitive projected rentals.
The reasoning, behind the
$438 figure is explained in a
report prepared for CJAC and
distributed to committee members at the meeting. It would
cover the cost of finandcing
design and construction of rental
units, parking and "site amenities," while allowing MIT a 5%
return on its land- investment.
The loss on the 300 subsidized.
units is also-taken into account.
The cost may well be higher
by the time the project is finished - at least five years from
now. A 10% rise in construction
costs would increase rents about
$30/month, as would a rise in
taxes from 25% to 30% of net
rental income.
A Planning Office survey of
MIT students, faculty and staff
showed,'according to the report,
450 people or families willing to
pay at least $300/month for one
of the projected units. This figure is increased to 675 on the
assumption that many people
could be attracted to the project
-who would not, at the time of
the survey, have expressed a
desire to live there. 225 people
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By Palul Schindler
Herbert J.'Hollom:n told the
i
MIT Club of Boston-last Thursday
I that- America faces a "TechInological Dilemma." The diIlemma is equally a problem of a
II
Slpply-demand disparity in techInological training, and of nonIcooperation 'among people.
Hollomon began:with several
Iobservations. He noted that'US
I
GNP
surpassed that of the rest
Iof the world at a time'when all
II
significant
research and developIment was imported from Europe. The US R&D effort did not
Iget a significant boost until the
SO's, when it grew' 25% per year
Iunder government impetus (the
i
industrial
R&Db component was
Iand is a smalL- fraction of total
I
R&D).

Yet in 1961, there were dis-

Iturbing signs-for the future,
Iwhen the derivative of funding
Iwith respect to time peaked (in-

creases continued, but at a
sSmaller rate); by 1967, the deriviative became zero, then- negative.
Cornm-hog cydle
Hollomon,.who is consultant
tto the president and the provost,
tthen
discuss,:d-the: .'upcoming
sshortage
te c.of lhica
aad en'gineeing 'stuidents in terims of the
corn-hog cycle ThXis':igthe cycle
which results-in alternating flucttuations -of te price of --each
COmmodity, as a- coni -surplus
,.
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Five "monumental" sculptures appeared-on the '"Ascent" by Lieberman.
MIT Campus late last week. On loan from LippinAfter being placed around the MIT campus
cott, inc. and the Institute of Contempo~rry Arts, early Friday morning, the sculptures confronted
the works by American artists Louise Nevelson, perplexed students who wondered where they
Bernard Rosenthal, Alexander Liberman, George
might have come from. The general reaction of the
Sugarman and Clement Meadmore will be dis- undergraduates was Iless than favorable.
played here through the winter. Pictured above is
Photo by Sheldon Lowenthal

not MIT -affiliated I are postulated to fill the renmaining nonsubsidized un its. (MIT
employees eligible for housing
subsidies are expectsed to fill half
of the 300 low-rent :Unitr )
importance on good communiBB'Lee Giguere
A closer look att the U~~~CI~·/
survey
the
catons between parent and stuSometime
'this
-,
week,
figures, however, d Discloses that
)ffice
dent, but we do not seek tG
over two-thirds of 1those -willing Dean for Student Affairs C
nts
a
intrude."
While MIT seeks to
to pay over $300 viere not wil will mail to freshmen parer
parents
with inforrarhat's
provide
less ta
0;
ling to pay over $4!,00; less
.than letter inform.ing them of w
actiwities (the
this
.tion
about
campus
be expected going on at the Institute
25, it appears, could
t
was
letter
specifically
suggests sub$440
eterm.
for
a
At
the
same
time,
it
to consider paying
mould
scriptions'
to
campus
media).
fnent
o aannounced that parents w
two-bedroom apartn
·Nyhart
points
out
that
'"yowr
ofnt.
bbe
sent
a
"media
sampler."
The possibility of building
ith
expnd
While
containing
nothing
best
is
your
daughter
son
:or
;new
fewer units at first, with' expanhopecontinuing
source
of
inforto students, the letter will 1
{Please turn to ipage 2)
fully give the parents some i[nfor- mation about what MIT is all
mation about Residence C rien- about."
n4g
tation Week, the bombing o)f the:
On the first point, Nyharl
Hermann building, "an a]ppar- restates MIT policy: "We con
- -~: ently low level of drug us,age,"
sider undergraduates to .be'
.
~
~
.
~
~
~
A
..
~~~
...
.
:
.
and .the low level 'of pollitict- young adults." He emphasizeE
zation on campus this 1term. the importance of independence
Nyhart said'he wanted to give saying it "fosters growth."
the parents a "general feel "for
In addition to being sent to
MITf events and to "trar nsmit the parents of all MIT freshmen,
some of the excitement and Nyhart said that the letter-would
- - schallenges
''iathat MIT and our be-sent to the students themselves. In the-future, he hopes to
<2!!i!!!11~ 11!!i!!
students offer each other."
Addressing .the questio: n of send.a regular series of letters to
: -::
drug use, Nyhart reports that the parents of MIT students,
.
~.
: :'"drug use also
appears t o be possibly two or three times a
markedly down from whe-re it year' The letter being sent to
was two years ago." He ad mits, freshmen parents, he said,. will
: however, that marijuanaa is be rewritten and 'mailed-to the
"fairly -siely accepted by stu- parents of other MiT underdents as a social phenomerion." graduates.
This year, he suggests, "aplpears
The media sampler will conto be the second in a row that, tain copies of several campus
on the surface at least, 's;eems publications, and information
'quiet.'" He attributes "this about others which are not sent,
mood to a combination n .of as well as subscription forms.
forces: the national econo mry's The Observer, a new publication
slow state, the national cc nser- devised by Institute Information
"':
'~
~'ative political trend, and a re- Services Director BobByers, will
Herbert J.-Hollomon Schindifr,
Jr.
direction of the energy offstu- contain news clippings from
-- Photo by P.E.
-turbid
free
dent activists (greatly reduc ed in both campus and off-campus
one year results in a hog surplus monetary input per
number) 'from the 'enerv rating media, including such nationally
The
Af
skills.
market distribution o
the year following.
and frequently futile attemlIpts at known publications as the New
defense,
and
As demand for'engineers con- good done by space a
reform that markedI the York Times and The Washington
instant
their
>alance
tracts, students look at the mar-' lie stated, does not b
to more basic, care- Post.
sixties
late
were
which
ketplace, and make very astute negative effects, v
Nyhaxt emphasized that the
effective chiange
and
ful,
decisions concerning their future-- mainly an inflation of the cost
cost
of both the letter and the
efforts."
chances for employment. of,engineering personnnel relative
with
mediapacket
would be very low,
The letter also deals
Accoridng to Hollomon, V of to other industrial co ountries, and
nship
:pointingout
that there was
the MIT undergraduate student the, skill-distributiorn perturba- MIT's view of its.relatiol
f
the
alreadymoney
set
aside for comwithits
students,
and
of
body is now outside .of the tion.
of
this
sort with
t
and
munmcation
science and engineering fields. HOllomon observe dthat many relationship between parent
. . parnts. The Qbsenier in particatter
Hollomon blames the feast- of America's curterat problems student. In the case of the 1;
famine phenomenon on the fed- fit the model of the "'cornNyhat-: states: "We place great ular, he said, was very inexpen' : .'
)
;
nms
sive.
eral government, whose -massive
(Please turn to ptpug L/
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(Continued from page 1,l
sion contingent on future
growth of the market, was discounted by officials at the CJAC
meeting. The Simplex site, surrounded by a noisy trucking
terminal, a candy factory, and
numerous small auto - body

it does not appear that the num- combiriation of several state and lose control over what would be Simplex -are similar to those of
ber of people attracted by lower federal programs might be em- built right next to it - this the'' city -as a whole, which Anrents will greatly exceed the ployed, possibly along withthe control-was one of the stated tony Herrey -of the MIT Real
number repelled by lower qual- sale of some units as condo- reasons for buying Simplex Estate Office explained briefly.
ity. Rents could also be kept miniums (giving their tenants a but according to a Planning The; demand for housing is
down if Cambridge granted tax break).
Office official, the cost of ihe acute, yet many people: can no
The Institute would also like land would preclude almost any- longer afford even what there is.
lower taxes as an incentive, but
MIT. has already pledged not to to develop part of the Simplix thing but the high-quality con- The situation is critical, but the
shops, is presently "a damned request special tax treatment.
land for commercial tenants, in struction MIT had in mind.
trend is unclear.
depressing area," as Wadleigh
MIT might also forego the 5%0 the manner of Harvard's HolyMIT's housing. problems at
put it; a project of less than a return on its land investment for oke Center in Harvard Square.
certain critical rize would be a number of years - in effect, Competition for commercial tenoverwhelmed by its sur- subsidizing the project itself - ants in Cambridge is already
roundings, -idestroying much of on the theory that with "quality intense, however, so no action is
the appeal it might have for construction," at least, the buil- likely in the near future unless a
tenants who could afford it.
dings themselves would even- major tenant can be found.
Cooperation is the only thing
(Continuedfrom page 1)
Several ways rents might be tunafy tirm a profit for many
If the land continues unused,
'
which
will save the world from
city
of
old:
the
mon i problem
lowered were also discussed at years. ILnd costs account for MIT might give up the role of
some
of
the problems it faces,
arniupon
which
has
a
common
the meeting. The simplest expe- only $30/unit/month, however. developer and sell it. A profitbut
whether
individuas can
and
mals can be graze d . More
dient would be cheaper con-One way out which has not ,making developer would benefitreally
apply
themselves
to comeach
more animals are grazed,.e
struction - through a less costly yet been fully investigated is from tax breaks that MIT, which
mon
problems
is,
in
Hollomon's
ntil
farmer taking his profit, u
design or greater density. Unfor- further government subsidy for pays no taxes, could not claim.
view, a moot point. "I don't
the common is exhausted.
tunately, Wadleigh pointed out, student and faculty housing. A The
Institute,
of
course,
would
L
ICPII --I-I
-II
-B
L·
_ I
--- uL·JLP
- - --rknow how to accomplish .cooperation," without cost to individual rights, he added, butthe
lick of aneasy answer does not
NtEW,---WIAN, PHARMACY
Cateringto your prescriptionneeds
mean that no attempt should be
FULL LINE OF GREETING CARDS, COSMETICS
made.,
AND'SUNDRIES
During the question and anRIGHT IN THE HEART.OF MIT, FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
swer period, Hollomon predicted
at Kendall Square (By the Post Office)
that Nixon will announce a ma492-7790
jor non-science, non-defense
K.NDAIL DRUG CORPORTI0R;283 main St Cambridge -Mas
technological effort in January.
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SNORKEL JACKETS

Olympus35 EC ...

.. .6$.A~w

Olympus35ECR .....

SE

E

79.95

$50

e

S

These super warm jackets have 100%
nylon shells and lining with Dacron
88 fibre filling. Pile-lined hoods are.
trimmed with imitation wolf. Available in sage green or navy blue. Sizes
S-M-L-XL.

iI

_

e

Olympus35 SP

Flared Corduroy Jeans
2 prs. $11 (5.98 pr)

Olympus35 RC ......

..

E

.. 92.95

I

'.79.95

G

E

Close-out price from 'a famed California sportswear maker. In many
colors. Sizes 28 to 38.

e

Irregulars of 6.00 to 9.00
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts
3 for $10 ... 3.39 each

s

o

_

i

In solids and prints. All with popular
long pointed-collars. If perfect would
be $6 to $9.
Mamiya/Sekor 500 DT L149.95

Turtleneck Jerseys, 2.98 and 3.98

Mamiya/Sekor Auto XTL....
249.95

i

Long sleeves; Sizes S-M-L-XL.

GIVE HIM A VIVITAR
ELETRONIC
FLASH

Wool Blend Sweaters 5.00
Some all wool. Sizes S-M-L-X L.
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Over 400 flashes per set of batteries with this
powerful, lightweight.flash unit. Color-corrected
flasti tube assures beautiful color prints and slides.
Adaptable to any camera
-

A complete line of
other Vivitar Flash Units available at the
Coop. . ' from 22.85 to
74.95.
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- -'By'o:f/"Gbop'i - : ' and an· mF ood'cz-ps aren't a new --torw.concept.. They've existed in this
--Ed' Wert
, mwho'- teachies
;country:-manyitimes'before-thcir ..- huma.be-haor'vand orgaiza.most.~t-emergence 'mvolvi'ng... ~rionil: lhe.,
orY,~ : Ron Curhanh,
suburbanites: ,and, bluecol-.- a.:P. fessar of.;markgi
i
orgaoro~ktrs as well as-students.- Two
wownerl
vi a- paxid ofowheel
sp salls,
BU College.. of: Btriness' Ad-.: Sep~tmber .tO d'cover how'var
nistration professors,' iter-ious. groups. operated. - Armed
ested .in examining this patterm with an $1100 grant from the
developing aross economic. BostonI University Fusnd,
classes, :are carrying out a study then'.developed a questionnaire
from both a marketing and a distributed during the past
sociological point of view.'They montih to 15 of -each of the 20
encourage MIT students involved participating groups. Says Werin coops. to patticipate in their theim: "Curhan is interested in
$roject,"which-requires no more discovering the coop member's
- ': attitudes toward- consumer be:
h a vi o r differ from those of the
- average shopper. I'm more invoI- ved with'the-interview side of
x~.~.=:s s ' }39~
::;;.--~,.:~===~

·

_Xor

he study,.w_~,h r

-'

.'-

- --

:'"

?don't 'buy-' artichokes* because
have
youto buy-in
u:'-.- volume to
-get a low price." The' actual
-s general
shoppigy done in
"':Chelsea, the.produce wholesalers"--for the: Boston area. -Attheir
alsiand
have
ngerwmch larger -ades
to
With -representatives from supermarkets as well as private and
co~op shoppers. Purchased coop
food
they is taken to a distribution
-point '.where, members pick up
their orders. Some groups are
sufficiently organized to pack
each order in a labelled carton.
Although each co-op member
is theoretically required to donate services, Wertheim has
found that most groups are held
together by a dedicated core of
workers who. maylook
-on
the

, ,, *h,
his

,,,ot

, oo ,',,

,f +

new

type of vottary organization is lifestyle of communal. living, a
amcew='m..be~,'Chenm~
· forimed, how it's run, why peo- means to breaking down barriers
Bob Mkin,
Busin=
Manager
ple leave."
in a suburban community, or a
Tim Kiorps,'BilRobet,
Permanent or trnsient, the step towards politically organ-,
anagingEditors .
food coop is now'flourishing in izing the urbanpoor.
the Boston area. One Cambridge
The professors intend to'
Second-classpostage paid at-Boston. Massachusetrs..e Tec& is published-twice a
group has dividedtits. S00 mem- make ali their fmdings available
week
duanwhe onyewdudExcepte
seyrep dan fdurig' bers into three subareas. BU to participating groups; they
collegeatior.ad
se~e in Auust by
b
UTa
Room
boasts a membership of 800, may compilea cataloguedescribW20483, MIT Student Center, 84 Uas.s'chusetts. Ave..' Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
although each week only about ing the activities of all co-ops
Telephone:.-'(617)
864-6900 ext. 2733 or 200 members place orders. in the area. Information ob154 1. Subsciptioms: one year, $; two
ream s9.

-

Wertheim

has

found

that

food-buying pattern. A list of groups have been happy to par-the week's produce prices is dis- ticipate. They want feedback

Wednesdays, beginning January 12 and .regular'semi-weekly publicaton
will resume Fniday, Februiwy 4-

tributed to members who then
place their orders. Requests are
collated 'and some decisions are

'

Greenberg was identified as the correspondent for Science. Mr. Greenberg is publisher of a newsletter,
Science and Government Report.
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designate two people. You
d
that when a new member shops
he spends more money because

DEC.thru MARCH

on all prim
eviates
for both tours. You mustapply immediaelyl

he doesn't know enough about

UITAE
OPBSO
UNI-TAVELORP.,BOSTON

Chelsea,

262-2818

so

a

the

s

experienced

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~imilr
360.Commonwalth.Ave. (at Ma.

.

what other coops

of 50 wants artichokes,'then:.u'

Diet
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The Communal Musical

r Il-~CAMPUS CUE

.

"1ai:

.h.

Commonwealth-Ave.' .
1 590Opposite
B. U. Towers)

m

,

wauld. be too chaotic, so you '

made - "If only one person out

In our Friday,' Dec. 10 issue, Dan

[,, ~

tow

s hoppers
'compile. a book that
says 'so-and-so is a crook, but
so-and-so sells great tomatoes.'
You-re'setting up a structure and
. laying down rules that you need
to operate, but you may be
. co-opting your ideology."
Wertheim plans to conduct a
follow-up study to see which
groups surve theirexpansion of
interest. "Most groups," he says,
"have been in existence no
longer than a year. People come
and go and we want to know
why. When I receive a list of a
coop's' members, I also call
those whose names have 'been
crossed off, to see what prompted them to leave and what they
think of buying coRecuvely."
a

affect big stores and with increased size wil come the dangers of bureaucracy.
"By 'bureaucracy'," he explains, "I' .mean a controlling
structure." Alrady the- larger
groups have been forced to hire
coordinators.
Wertheim has observed with
interest how these groups based
on the ideology of democratic,
participatory management resolve the. need for regulations
which xemove 'members 'from
dec~on-mrking;. Inevitably, it ] ~mASSAU FROM $149
seems, bureaucracy wins -out.
XMAS/Spring Vac. packagr
"You want all members to participate butEN
ONLY TO MITELLESEY
you've got to balance, a check.
SKI THE ALPS.- 15 DAYS
And you can't have erybody$3
signing' checks, to pay. That All-inclusive
tour-Kitzbuhel, Innsruck
Alicuietu-izue,[mrc

tained from questionnaires is for

will be three issues over LAP -on

....
'.

are doing. They want to see -how
much everybody else is payng in
Chelsea," says ..Wertheim who
wonders if -the -co-op -effort i
.actually decreasing .supermarket
profts. The--movement, he feels,

s gr'o
u fp
o
l
l
o
w
Wiihthis''is.most
groups foow a smost
r statistical purposes only. "Most ,,,

With
this J/ssue T/he Tech
publication for de fall ter.concludes
There
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ROD STREIGER /SUSANNAH YORK,
~~~~~GEORGE GRiZZARD/ DON MURRAY as Shuttle'
~~WILLIAM HICKEY/STEVEN PAUL
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Tech Coop offers a beautifull selection of apopropriate
~~~~~~~~~~~holiday
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cards. Each has its own warm holiday message to
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~bring
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RV KESJHNE;
R WAS AWAKE early
on Friday nibriing, pug
up-osters around. the
Instintute publicizing the student metimg that he and
two others had planned for that afternoon.
He arriid at. te dean of the School f enginering's
conference r0om-which had become known as the war
room--a half hour before te scheduled
.
start of the
meeting of -he augmented acadeiaic council-at 8.30

intead of 9:00..
''Manyr members of the academic council-mostly
academic deans-wer drifting out of the room when he
arrived, It appeared that the: academic council had met
earlier that morning, and the meeting had been unknown
to FAG/SAG..
:
Keshner had been in the occupied offices carlier, and
had given the occupiers a poser. Now, in the war room,
he gave one to Simonides;
-.
Simonides' face fll. He found Johnson and offered
him the poster. Johnson became furious. For a long
.moment, he"stared at the poster proffered by Simonides,
:then he turned to Keshner. Ther was a rather. horrible
"silence. Johnson began to speak, thenstopped. There
was a long pause.Here we have been consulting with you stndents,
· Johnason finally said. Why had the students gone off on

.h*eir own ad doe some-hiug hsc: iths

I: hadn't thought of this until two in the morning,
.fKeshner offered.

I didn't think it woald be impornt

enough 6to wake you up over. The reply that the
"administration had' _--v
l_._-S R-=d with the student
-' ody before
ing a faculty meeting never occred to
Keshner, Neither did he wonder why the administration
b"twtgk),t it:ghad any tight whatever to particpatehn
''dciesions to hold student body meetings. He did ask:
:why were the administators upset?
.ohnson repeated that he .?- ds~painted that he
had not been consult-d..
:. Howard Johnson:

I m not surprised I wn opposed, t itI don't quit rde
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He -repeated that he did not think he could call off thei
meetig. Simonides left the oom. Keshnr had wodtk to do in.EI

I fdelt ery mch put out at the time simply because I didn't

know and We had nothing to do with ay kid of plang of
that, or not aswd at all what our reudSo *C to' faL medUit.
And to the exrl t.tat I felt tht the meeng had been planned
by people who had spen t all the night, virtally,-with us, in
there- said, "WeL~.why te
dWorFd didn't we t1 ibout it at a
mecting l that" became my own instinct was vaey mach
gain-t best acvie. I had gotten from the people-who would
talk t me, and crainy aL o would speak for, who would

prepFarion' for

.she

student r;-cc.-g - H0-e:
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leave, and' return if he-could for whatever part of the
meetg hhecould find timefor:
.
,
,
Suddenly, Keshner noticed that Kenneth Wadleig i
was in the roomn, speaking on the telephone. As Ksnma

say that trey spoke for how it
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Johnson's office to the

tet of itsprottion. The [

fl[or- was almost completey covered with sleepers

n ,

the sociaist reaist painting into Killan's office.
Oneampus partolman stood in the cor!idor, tWO_ii
Johnson~soffice.
- ;'
Eddld~ai retumed to 1"ker He bega
8.CM4 Principlesi-of Quanu P~yihyavi

V

cramming
bowoved -r

someone's lecre notes-Keshner'g. as it happenedL F
had sdept perhaps three hours -inthe past 7;2-

'Whe n ! he was not- stng -at the xcroxed sheets ~_
crawling:wih scwled equations he p
At 4 an was back in the.ofi.,'ing
ing
qe
physics
for about three- hours. ?he quiz ws to be at l1 that
Mmoning

v:-.

BHe'emined at the offices until ab0ut 6:30.-At one _
point he. Vok:xo'r -a'out hal 'n hdor -~th a Mp~ "_

parolanwho stood iMt

comdoi. A fle

he

liew -v- m-wmi-t purple-carpeted xc
oondlemngcMM
around-. e building s
lbby he spoke .with em. 1
At 6:'30 he was. back -in-Bak*cr'fr in 'evetua!breakfast. In his room, he took- two:s n ouctS
bottles:)f -Coca0
Cla
]
m his
r
imb4,
them,.an- -waited for them to take e~
Shortdy, bis @

offices before the end of that meting.
' '
- And if they succeeded at the meeting in-galvanizh
student support.-/.
- - .
- - --:
A second exchange with Johnson and Simonides
e~__~

erson w-as sitting up iMn the secretnial

ocuupied arc-a; -thatwas the

understoOd the anger. As'Sinmnides spoke, it.seemed to:
Kcshncr that Simonides was saying that' he andanothersymi
'Gray-had -convinced the aeadeMiic
council to continue to wait, and not take any-precipitate
action.
hd-e aeny,considerablesentiment in the academic council to take action on the
occupation, and it had -Only bee assurances. that it
med very possible tha-t the demonstrators were 1ong
support and would be'leaving of their own volitionreasonamy soon "nt had-p cined
a
e counci' for't1he
present.
If- the radicals could 'atiend a meeiing in':the
aftemoon with hopes of proselytizing the student body.

L~q
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had been awake an night.

area, locigr at the door im

fl

Simonides began Wpaking. Kesher.Suddenily thotht hie

ie

-

Eddlemban had returned to tepied d ooffice s ft e
the - intermiable- FAG /SAG meehiugV Everyone VW

Johnson asked if the meeting could be called off.
No, Keshner didnot think it could. ;
Keshner found himself guided by Simonides ito a
room in the complex of offices adjo'i the.war room.
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the camp,
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resuming order, an injustpan.

the cne was that this group Wouid leave on its own, and that
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heart beat quickend, ad he sensed'his
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dissipating. After a while, fully awake, he ate breakfast.
At.7:45,. Eddleman~was.back at the offices.
At 8 .am, Paul Gray appeared, trailed by Nyhart. He
noved from door to door-Johnson's door, the official
teakwood: door, Killian's door. At each entrance he
paused to read a statement through a bullhorn: that he is
Paul E.-Gray, Associate Provost, and is authorized to be
in:those offices, but that those in the offices are not
authorized to- be in the offices, and are liable to
prosecution for criminal tresspass, and internal disciplinary acion.a Many hundred-copies of this statement were
left behind; it had been offset printed by MiT graphic
arts service the night before. Gray made the rounds of
the doors a second timne.
:People started to gather outside in the corridor as the
day began; more campus patrol,. a few faculty members.
Shortly before 9 am, Eddleman was told by an
emissary from the occupied area that those in Killian's
office wanted to see him. He went in. The occupiers
were having another lengthy meeting. Eddleman recalls:
"Somebody asked me, what did the faculty think about
all this? And I said, 'You know, the faculty is really
upset. They'ithink if you can take over this office you
can take their lab.' And everybody says 'Right on!' And
i'mn sitting-there stunned. [Chuckles.] I didn't expect
that."
Eddleman gave his opinion of the administration,
which.was somewhat uncomplimentary.
And Eddleman gave tactical advice. Asked whether he
guessed that the occupation could get support from the
student. body, whether the number of persons in the
.cu.pied offices might be increased, Eddleman's thought
processes shifted into a curious mode. Eddleman, once a
remark in a conversation set him to thinking about some"
tactical problem-what landmarks the Russianswould
use should they' wish to drop their atomic warheads
from bombers, and whether Kresge Auditorium or the
Great Dome would be one; or how the refugees from
Pakistan were costing India so much to support that the
cost of having a war with Pakistan was negligible, and
might kill off refugees and potential refugees, with an
enormous saving to India resulting, so that India might
as well have a war-any tactical remark would start
Eddleman on a train of amoral tactical speculations, in
the manner of a Herman Kahn of the counterculture.
Did the occupiers now have, or could they get,
massive support from the student body? Eddleman did
not think so. And if they sat there without support,
eventually they would get clobbered.

I
I

Eddleman slipped into a seat in the war room at 9:15,
tardy by fifteen minutes. In the -disorientation of
arriving late' at a meeting, he gathered that the
conversation Was on the possibility of obtaining an
injunction. His mind was now on the 8.04 quiz which he
would take in 45 minutes; he could not concentrate on
what was being said at the meeting.
Soon, he realized what was happening to him-he was
I

becoming inattentive because he was becoming drowsy.
His mind was fogging. Hell. The effects of the Coca Cola
were wearing off. He understood that he must find a
Coke machine before the quiz or he was doomed. It was
already 9:40. He had twenty minutes. He left the
meeting and descended to the basement, where clusters
of vending machines sat throughout the maze of
buildings.
Eddleman managed to arrive at the third floor of
Walker Memorial early, having rapidly located twelve
ounces. of the life-giving liquid. Dutifully collecting
student opinion like a good student politician, he talked
for a while with those around him,who were waiting for
the quiz to begin and had abandoned any efforts at last
minute cramming. They were remarkably indifferent;
the contrast to the emotional stances of some faculty
members was striking. These students simply were not
interested in the takeover, though they tended to agree
with the demands, albeit rather dispassionately. The use
of police under any circumstances, however, was totally
abhorrent to them.
The room fell silent. Test papers were being
distributed. A proctor stood at the front of the room
"You will have one hour to take this examination," he
said.
The students' eyes drifted from the proctor to their
desks, where examinations now rested face down on the
pastel-tinted formica surfaices.

as the students tried to make out the lines of xeroxed

typewritten words, tantalizingly indecipherable though
-u,~BlUeeint

Keshner returned to the joint meeting of the faculty
council and FAG/SAG at 10:30.
Gary Gut, a SAG member, was walking around the
room, shouting. The object of his venom appeared 'to be
the chairman of the faculty, William Ted Martin.
Apparently, the meeting had turned to a discussion of
the request by members of SAG that the General
Assembly resolution be read to the faculty by Martin.
Martin had not felt that that would be appropriate.
Martin, does not remember the incident:
This all blurs in my mind now, so I can't confirm or deny
that.... Unfortunatly, I don't recall that, but that wouldn't be
contrary-that is, I would suspect that if such a thing came, I
would talk it over with the faculty advisory group. And the mere

reading of something by the chairman of the faculty might tend
to put some stamp of approval on it.... -

Also, I'm not at all sure that -that's the-- mean, first of all, I
would disapprove of that request and secondly I don't know that
the statements of the General Assembly-there were two ways
for the General Assembly-they might get their spealng through
some faculty member ... or the dean for student affairs, but I
never looked upon the chairman of the faculty as spokesman for
the General Assembly. The chairman of the faculty is supposed
to represent the faculty ...

Gut Would walk a few steps around the perimeter of
the crowded conference table, stop, furiously spit out a
few words, and resume stalking round the table.
Martin sat at the table impassively.
Finally Gut simply stopped and sat down. He had not
finished in any sense; he- had turned off. It had been
Gut's argument, it seemed, that everyone in this room
was relying heavily on their belief that the group in
occupancy in the president's and chairman's suite of
offices was not representative of, or supported by, the
undergraduates, and some had made pious statements on
this lack of support. But it was- then perfectly correct,
and in fact necessary, that the faculty agree to hear the
opinions of the group that was representative of student

opinion: the General Assembly. And, as a mark of
acknowledgement that the faculty recognized the
representative stature of the GA, it was appropriate that
the chairman of the faculty read the resolution.
No, repeated Martin, it was not appropriate that he
do that.
Ted, said Howard Johnson, of course you'll do this.
(Johnson cannot remember the incident either.)
For a third time Martin repeated that he did not wish
to read the resolution of a student group.
Apparently, Wiesner made some effort to convince
Martin as well, though this is uncertain. Martin's mind
was unaltered.
Nyhart volunteered to.read the statement.
As it turned out, there were no further faculty
meetings during the crisis.

The'proctor, and his

droning standard instructions, faded from consciousness

tn

whipped out a starter's pistol, raised it at the ceiling, and
fired.
BANG !
The synapses in Eddleman's brain, containing the
secrets of the universe that he had stared at for threehours the previous night, shattered. For an-instant, his
mind was engulfed in a torrent of Coca Cola. The flood
subsided. The equations of quantum physics had been
washed away.
For a moment, Eddleman sat in his chair, numb. A
search was taking place through the downed mempry
banks of his mind.for the remains of 8.04. Suddenly,
there was calm. A picture was forming in Eddleman's
mind, a dim picture that suddenly became very distinct,
of one of the pages of the 8.04 lecture notes. More pages
followed, until Eddleman could literally see every page
of the lecture notes he had crammed the night before,
could read off any equation written on any page. He felt
now a quiet elation.
For he knew, suddenly, that he- was completely
attuned to the expectations of those who had taught the
course and prepared the quiz; for each question, he
knew as well as if he could read their minds exactly what
it was they wanted the student to answer; he saw every
hidden nuance in every question, and every question
seemed to include in coded form its own answer, seemed
to be saying, "this is what you should reply." And he
could supply from his vision of the lecture notes any
equation that he might need.
He was completely attuned to the "hidden
curriculum" that years of research had given Dean
Snyder an- inkling of; he knew suddenly that he was
Going To Do All Right.

paper. Everyone tensed

for the

moment

when the exam would begin, when at each desk, the
euram would be flipped over like some loathsome serpent
handled rapidly for fear of its poison sting, and either a
Moan-- or a chortle of elation would be involuntarily
uttered by each test taker ...
And it -was at this-tense moment that the proctor at
:thefront of the room, now 'completely forgotten,

EddIeman finished the exarnination with two minutes
to spare. He did not feel any typicalI student desire to
feverishly look over his answers; what he felt wa~ not
confidence, but rathecr the quiet knowledge that he had
successfully given the replies the test questions had
whispered to him. He began to pull on his coat, thinking
that he would turn in has paper and leave early.
There was an explosion. The proctor lowered the
pistol.
Again, Eddleman was shattered.
He went to the basement of building two, where he

found a collectio n of several vending machines. At one
of tihem, he inserted coins and purchased-a half pint
container of milk. He then returned to the war room
meeting.
There was only one empty seat, in the middle of one
side of the table-one empty chair among all the costly
swivel chairs and massive wooden seats-which Eddleman took.
A seat next to Eddleman was occupied by Professor
Gyftopoulos. Shortly after Eddleman had seated
himself, Gyftopoulos leaned over to ask where he hdgone. It was perhaps considered unusual behavior for
Eddleman to come and go at a meeting with the
presumed importance of this one, although administrators slipped in and out of the meeting frequently. They,
though, were understood to have important duties.
(Gray, for example, -was present at relatively few
meetings after the offices were taken over. He stayed in
the buffer zone of Johnson's office, "essentially the
whole time. And I was around [there] with the explicity
purpose of trying to identify as many people as I
could.")
Eddleman replied that he had been taking an 8.04
final. Hmm, said Gyftopoulos.
Perhaps five minutes later there was a lull in the
conversation. Gyftopoulos rose. He said that some of the

people around the table may have noticed that Wells
Eddleman had been absent from the meeting for a while,
and he had been absent because he had gone to take his
8.04 final.
The meeting-FAG, -SAG, the- deans, the vice
presidents, the provost, the president-gave Eddleman an
ovation.
After all, here was an uplifting example, in the midst
of this challenge to the rationality and good works of
the Institute-how could anybody doubt the essential
goodness of this open university-in the midst of this
challenge from a band of ultimatum-presenting,
office-occupying radicals, an example of how students

and faculty could go forward, unimpeded by these
malcontents, with the important work of educating-the
men and women who must go forth from the university
to guide the society, to create the future of the human
race, and so on.
: Actually, Eddleman was an example of how students
could do well on tests because they understood not the
subject matter so much as how to take tests. He was an
example of how students could cram for exams despite a
radical challenge. And it was obvious enough how that
could be done: the challenges consisted of no more than
the takeover of an administrative office in a symbolic
act, as a response to the expulsion of Albert-which
seemed to some to be itself a symbolic act.
Eddleman was applauded. In less than a half hour, he
would be resented-perhaps, in the wave of immediate
anger over what he would do, even hated.
Johnson prodded the discussion. He had someoneeither Wynne or Wadleigh-discuss the mechanism of
obtaining an injunction, and what it would mean, and
the alternative of simply bringing the police on campus
to arrest trespassers.
Johnson then wanted opinions. And, shortly
thereafter, he asked for a vote. Johnson offered two
alternatives: bringing in the police, or obtaining an
injunction.

The mechanics of obtaining an injunction were as
follows:
MIT's lawyers would draft a. temporary restraining
order, which they would then attempt to get the judge
then sitting in a Superior Court to issue. If issued, the
order would enjoin those named-in. this case,
presumably simply all the John Does and Jane Does in
the occupied offices-from being in those offices.
If the order was not obeyed, it would be the plaintiff
wh6 could return to the court and inform the judge. It
would then become the judge's business to see that his
order was obeyed.
An injunction, then, represented a legal step that
could be taken before recourse to civil authorities, in
effect, an ominous last warning to get out or the police
would be brought in.
And it would be a judge, rather than MIT, that would
make the decision to bring in the police. By emphasizing
this when it was all over, ite administration would be in
an excellent position to insist to students and liberal

faculty members that the course it had pursued in the
crisis had been measured and moderate; after all, wse
didn't call in the police; control passed out of our hands
to the court.
But during the crisis it could be argued that the
Institute would not lose control, since it was MIT that
would decide when to report back to the court if the
injunction itself did not convince the occupiers to leave.
John Wynne considered that point recently:
Now whether the court would, on its own initiative,. if the
petitioner didn't come back and report.to him-whether the
court on its own initiHuire would call up and say 'SIdm
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iwn?" or would seek.-M--enfore it

fems
cves-4 think

- hae very uinkely.

- w some places I thinikthe.dicial processes-have been abused

by gettisn an fijunction or temporary restraining order, waying
it''around, but never seeking its enforcemen. I 'd say in the
cliunbw in which we were in Janmy of two years ago, to auskfor
a tmponry restraining order, meant that, in the long run-time
is elastic-you would be almost duty bound to return to te
court and to report that the-.ider.had not been obeyed. The
judge then decides what to- do, and "what to do" ay andprobably will involve invoking poice ution A- enrce the
order.. . In that sense, contol is out of your hands.
Apparently, it was understood by all present that the
option of abtaining an injunction meant that if that
injunction itself did not induce the occupiers to vacate,
MIT would return to the court fairly rapidly. It was also
understood that the probability was that a judge who
had been told that his injunction had not-been obeyed
would not be sluggish about sending police to the
campus. This, though, was guesswork.
The other option offered by Johnson was a direct
appeal'to police to remove trespassers.
Again, John Wynne:
All the occupants of the office, persons who went to the
office, people who might have considered going to the office,
were warned as frequently ard as best: as we could warn. dtem
that presence in those offices, tit is, where they were erecting a
barrer to presence, was an act of.trespass, and would subject hee
violators of that orer to prosecution for trespass. You can all
the police sand ask them to Marrs and remove trespasserls fromt thle
premises. That's what Harvarddid at University Hall. It-was as.
simple an action-I'm not tallying about its overtones, I'm talking
about its legality-the occupants- were declare'd trespassers, and
thle police were cslled to enforce that order.I want to pursue'a litle- bit further the question of wfiether
you are in or out of control.' You can declare somebody a
trespasse~r, or warn them that they tare a trespasser, but it is up'to
you whether you ask for the enforcement oi tiai, and when you
aslc for~the enforcement of it. On'the 'other hand if you get aninjunction -and serve it, then,you set in motion- a series of events,
which you can't be absolutely certain what the tming, what the
outcome is.

The question of what control, if any, MIT might have,.
in the courts or with the police is probably undecidable;
at any rate, no -hard evidence exists to Wede the matter.But it would be naive to believe that. the judicial system
would not be swayed by MIT' s sta tus as a prestigious
university, or, more important, as a taxpayer, even if,
contrary to radical beliefs, a judg'e could remain
uninfluenced by the Institute's status as a defense
contractor. And it would be similarly naive to believe
that -in general MIT would'have no ability to influence
the Inature of a police action on campus.
Wynne, who, as will be seen, spent that afternoon in
conference with the chief of police-. of Cambridge (but
cannot remember anything concrete about the bust that
they planned as a contingency), asserts:
If the - lice were to come to the campus, and were in effect
'asked to come to deal with a specific situation, the range of oiz,
control would be quite limited. We'd try to -workout in advance,
for example, opportunities tto have observers fro m the -faculty,,
for example, or the student body, present to see what going on,
but the city manager and chief of police of Camnbridge, and the
mayor, -if he wanted to get himself involved, would essentally be
making the decisions as, to how, to dead wine toe sin-ttion. If,
again speculating, thle police had been asked to comae to the
camnpus to clear out the occupiers .of theip'resident's office, in thle
final analysisthdey would have-nce they had be en asked to do.
so-wuld have decided how they would go about doing that.
We're again specuiating-they wouldn't. know what they were
contending with, they wouldn't' know, and we don't know,
whether doors would bie barricaded, we don't kntow -what the
responses or they don't know what the response would be from
those who are on the inside, whether they'd try to -fight. They
have no way of knowing if they are armed. And all the rest of it.
So that they have toaswuie die responsibility themselves..

-The vote was taken. About 18 or 20 in the crowded
room were in favor of an immediate bust. Perhaps 34
favored the alternative of obtaining'an injunction.
Johnson had not offered a vote on what would be
done immediately.The decision on what would be done
had apparently been meant by Johnlson to be a decision
on what would be done at some unstated time in the
future, when it would be decided that MIT could wait no longer for the occupation-to die. And it was Johnson
who would decide when that time had come.
Yet there was some ambiguity, Eddleman, as will be
seen, was convinced that the injunction would be served
as soon as possible; that the-vote had -determined an
immediate course of action. It seems possible that others
were similarly conviunced; in fact, it seems possibly that
this effect was intended, thatmi not expressly indicating
that he reserved the decision on timing, to himself,
Johnson pacified the conservaive elements at the
meeting PHe gave them a vote on some action. At very
least, it would seem to conservatives that, sometime.
shortly -after 11 on Friday, 23 hours after the'takeover
of the offices, the president had abandoned thoughts of
.t=P*4_,
to
*
,;t'
it
gutsno-matter I,,,t
long it ght
take. Either of the two possibilities Johnson had offered
would lead, sooner or later (should the occupation
continue),.to the use of police.
Alnost everybody had voted in favor of one orthe
otheralternatve.
Johnson asked: Are-there any: who agree with ne'ither -

alternative?
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- tddleman raised his hand,,as did, apparendy, -thrtee
-others-the other student present, and two members of

FAJG .-

-

.

t 'l-looks,said :Johnson, like we should go for the
injunctions
keiinet' Wadleigh had called the Institute's lawvyers,
Xo
6-,-were already drafting Mhe text of an injunction, at
aib^9 -am, two our's before this vote..
- _dlenian
d
decided that he was hungry, and that hewoei~d~ieddt-ing better to be satisfying his hunger than he
was'doing here. He, eft.
; He;
- visited the occupied offices before going to Baker
fort his' commons lunch. Johnson's office contained
fewer people than it had recently. Now, only six or
perhaps eight carnpus patrolmen were present, and a few
faculty.members-.
Edd;Teman entered the occupied area and wandered
into
i'Kiilian's office, where the interninable radical
meeting was continuing. Someone asked him what was
happening outside-- the offices. The deans and vice
presiadents voted .that they want an injunction, said
Eddeman, giving the figures'of the vote, and it seems
that is thle path Johnsonwill follow. And, having slipped
into-his Herman Kahn mode, he continued: ever'body
realized at the meeting that getting an injunction-means
brn"ging in the police; apparently,':you will be busted. At
minimum, it requires, say, five hours to get the
injunction, and another five to return to the court, and
for. the court to get the police here. The earliest possible.
bust w.ould then'-be sometime after 8 at night, Friday.
But it seemns appe!aling to have a bust at 2. in the morning
or 'some time like- that; there may. be fewer'people in
these. offices overnight, and there certainly will be fewer
witnesses of -the bust, and little possibility of the student
bodyw.ork a sizeable' prtion of it, finding out about the
arrival of -police and themselves showing up at that hour.
Eddleman also considered traffic, the fact 'that exam
weeks at the end of the term was approaching, the desire
the-,administration' must have to end the takeover before
-the- weekend, when. support could increase? especially
support from persons not associated with MIT, which
especially frightened administrators-outsiders could- not
be dealt with by the discipline, committee, of course, and

outsiders, they somehow felt, would be

less

inclined to

maintain any standards of civilization than MIT radicals.
-Eddleman -also thought of police overtime salaries, the
cost-of the bust ..
;Eddleman left to' cat lunch before the student
meeting. It was shortly before noon.

-And now a student had made -the decision fory*hirn_
The game of hicken had-begun. And,,at other,
universities, radicals had stayed -'and willingly been'
busted, and those universities had collapsed.

IT

WAS SOMETIME

during the day on.

Friday that. Steve Krasner, one of the builders -of the
batterm'g ram, met a friend somewhere in the Corridors;
of MIT. His friend had just left the occupied, offices,

which Krasner, who -was on .court probation from
anothercase the previous fall, wasi.staying away from.
The walls of the offices, the friend reported, were
-being
.covered with slogans scrawled in magic -marker,
mos y by the juveniles. The friend was upset; MIT.

would use such damage to the officess~as propaganda in
an
emotional smearof the -occupiers
and
as- a diversion
walls. Although
.theram's
wielders
had bewo.
gloves,
any~body's
fingerpints
metal
i ht
dangerous, for, or demands of,
from any
discussion
of onthethe reasons'
the occupation.
Krasner agreed that the slogans should be effaced.
He returned to 4-13 3, the welding: lab where
Anthony- ona caught
him
taking' a washr b ottl
-otan
.e
Yo
hav
le
motiig
aceto e
o hv-gotten me in trouble
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Zona told him; Zona had apparently realized th~e use to which Krasner's rather unaesthetic piece of sculpture
had been
put.BELTMEETAS SOFTM tuetbday
Trn
the
begn
Krasner
told him Kresgeoe
not to worry.
atrnoon
onaFriday.
Auioriu was
buildershof th
The -wash'lbottle was taken into- occupied territory,d
batt ersonsa, met
who only somewhe re in were fcultyor
where
the acetoneg was used
ie remove fingerprints
from
or aMIT.nistfratorsd,
faulycupirlrely
utef
the
oFAGes
the battering rarn aswell as to scrub slo ans off the
membe rasnr
who
hadcom fom thewrt proom.o fo
_

;

amtngthe csoetime
drviusrulwssaing
th.waryom frm.etn9
icTheg
whall ft'he offices, vthe friten ruepotebdyer
conemnncoveed
g
ofice
sloakeoer
scawlthug he hadgic
m
,
wouldadinstrtosuc

thamag tohey souldceakat"-h studegnda in
aneetionmanymerof them a-ocuddenly hand thediversiong
ththa asne watre they were expecte
shouldob.efaed
THe treeturnednts who133,rethe- meetinga, Kehnere
hAnthony, and Mcelaatgtehmpe tokn prvn
was votetoe
suportaining ffice tone. ouhve-gottenemedt the thatoubl,
Zoavteould fail; toahat whilre thyraie takoe'
demnd
ee

In the war room, the meeting continued.
- Thie discussion',of the injunction was tapering off.
Johnson- requested. that the people 'resent- at this
meeting keep the -matter of the injunction a secret for
the -time being.
hid it was at that moment, as if in response to a
stage-direction In -a contrived soap 'opera, that Daniel
Creasey Lentered hurriedly. He had tried to be as helpful
to administrators .as he could during November Act~ions,
having at that time. set up an elaborate telephone system
that could reroute calls to administrators' office phones
to a command center in building nine. In fact, he had
earned himself the nickname "Greasy. Creasey" amongSAG 'members. And students had tapped his elaborate
phone hookup.
Now, apparently in the employ of John Wynne, he
seemed to be part of a "spy network" (which also,
according to a former SAG member, included draft
counselor Amy IMetcalfe, who masqueraded as a coed to
enter the occupied offices and look around).
Wells Eddleman, Creasey announced, has just told the

radicals in the occupied offices that they are definitely
going to be busted.
'Johnson was smoking a cigar. He looked up, perhaps
through Creasey for a moment, his face bearing the
blank, almost dumbfounded expression that it assumed
in rare
~ moments of extreme exasperation. His eyes
flicked to Sinionides, then across the surface of the desk;
he-dre w"on the cigar, exhaling slowly.
-Perhaps he was making the following calculation:
There would come a time when, if the occupation
had'rn't ended, aninijunction would have to be served;
an: mpjunction, instead of an unqualified bust, because
;

.

..
.

..

.

·

.

.,

.

.

the injunction was another step, another chance for thedemonstrators to leave before police came on campus,
before ihe "'MIT Community" was torn apart. Though
radicals' had elsewhere achieved their aim of cn'ppliimg the
university, by forcing administrators to call in police,
though radicals who seemed to be losing Support might
welcome the bust as a polarizing influencesthie fear of
police,
'of
arrest, of incarceration, might win out. They
might obey the injunction.
The injunction was a game of chicken between the

MIT ad ministration -and the office. occupiers.. But
Johnson` had reserved to himself the decision on when
th ewould'start
-

were largely endorsed by the student body, the takeover E
was not; Three attempts were made from the- floor to f
have such a vote taken, apparently two of them attempts
by radicals, who must have thought the vote would go 1
differently.
Those who' chaired the meeting, and tried to guide C'
the discussion away from the immediate situation, did so for the usual student politician's reason. There was no l
vote on support of the occupation because, as Keshner _
recalled recently, "I thought it was inappropriate to the a
meeting. The purpose qofthe meeting was to talk about `
some of the issues.'. . and notpass judgement on wh~eter the people had done a good thing or not." And, X
from a practical point of view, "if a vote such as that |
hadhappened, it might have defused the meeting to the point of it going away. At the time, 1 felt that to keep X
the meeting going was important, and not suddenly pass
judgement on whether the people belonged in them
-

office."

.

.

There was a plausible reason why, even if student i
sentiment were against the takeover itself, studentsm
should not have wanted a vote against the occupation taken-a reason that,-as it happened, never occurred to
those who -chaired the meeting. A vote deploring thi^
takeover would have made an rdministrative decision to :=
call in police easier to defend, and hence, despite all talk a
of principlesvand denials of worry ovet constituencypressures, more likely to'be made as pressure mounted
frorm-alumnii and perhap's faculy cetily
&
h-lacedi

faculty.
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WelEEs Eddlennn entered Kresge Auditorium and
m~oved to a row containing a few adjacent empty seats
that -caught his eye. He had setted into a chair when he
sensid. someone sitting down next to him-Gar Gut.
Gut leanhed over and whispered to Eddlernan.
"Johnsoni's out for your ass."
Lnges were forming at each. of the microphones
placed in'the aisles. Those who waited to speak were in
the majority sympathetic to the radical viewpoint; their
views' seemed to meet a favorable reception in general,
though pleas for support of the takeover-pleas that
people enter the occupied office-had little effect. A few
administrators stood in the lines, waiting to -say that
they feared that students had heard only one half of the
story, and were being 'prejudiced- by propaganda. The

L-ATE

necessity that they wait to speak behind as many as

twenty- "hippie types" with abhorrent ideals seemed
unpleasant ,to at least two administrators: some at the
meeting remember that Nyhart and Snyder looked
visably annoyed as they stood in line.
Whispering to Eddleman, Gut finished his explanation
of what had happened at the war room meeting after
Eddleman's departure for the occupied offices to tell the
trespassers that tiey were to be busted.
Eddleman had decided that -there was nothing he
could do until the bust seemed imminent, when he
would return to the war room and attempt to speak with
administrators, to be present at any police action. Now,
he decided'he would attempt to speak to Johnson.
Constantine Simonides, sitting elsewhere in Kresge,
was beginning to feel better about the meeting:
Considering -how unprepared, and, I thought, unthinkingly, it
had been planned-htat doesn't mean it woas unthinkingly
planned, but I thought so in the- morning-I thought it was
amazing that there was not much move polarization. And I
remember having a-fairly good feeling about the opportunity for
people to talk,-cn retrospect.

I
I
I

vehicles that would carry off the arrested trespassers, nor
did they, or MIT, devote much thought to what might
znsue if undergraduates, finding out that the bust was
occurring&rusted to its scene.
.-re a bust in that
Ont Bon~ering how one would
~ Row would be
area, it seems evident that Teak
cordoned off, and those arrestere-. · Arched down the
staircase past Killian's office, the.,,.- ; -;. Great Court
to waiting paddy wagons or bu- . It; a IHcrman Kahn
of the counter culture, that seems to be the way to do it.

Simonides left the meeting with a strengthened
conviction that the occupation and its. support were
petering out.
Others left profoundly depressed-these mostly FAG
members. Perhaps it was that in having, contnually
insisted to SAG that essentially noble principles had
guided the -discipline committee, as they guided the
Institute, they had refused to believe SAG's assertions
that- the majority of undergraduates did not agree. Now,
they believed.
But perliaps the melancholia went deeper.
Enough had been said about the "Ivory Tower," the
isolation of the university from the society, that such
matters had become cliches" But the cliche of the
irrelevant intellectual had become in the late sixties an
icy perception by many students of the illusion of the
university:'the lie that the student -is free for four years
to pursue truth, the pretense that the professor is
anything other than a farmer - raising fodder for
American society to digest. Those of the students who
played the game exceptionally well would be given the
chance to flee from the society, to join a faculty,
provided they were willing to send others to work in the
society, provided that somebody's research would prove
very useful indeed.
And in the secret slaughterhouse that was the
American university, these privileged men, the faculty,
were allowed by long and noble tradition, to clothe
themselves in the humanistic dignity of the thinker, to

create the myth- of an asymptotic approach to utopia,
the myith of as close an approach to perfection-as a
microcosmic society can be that cannot sever all, its
connections with "the outside: among them,. the
connection -o war reasearch, of weapons development,
6f perversion of science brought brazenly right to the
campus, protected'in 'this better world by the cry of
"freedo'm'of intellectug inquiry." Nor could the reality
of the university as a breeding place where fugitives fromsociety prepared substitute victims be hidden by pious
pronouncements on the holy mission of MMT the
institute no ionger trained the leaders oft..c5clE,.c
industry, it trained the leaders of the technocra~cy.
But this game of humanistic dignity required masses
youth, anxious to learn from these wisemen
df'lleali Wc
in tSlis 120 acres of illusory peace. where had the
audience gone?
The -udience.was in Kresge Auditorium,, voting (in
the only vote that would be taken 'at dihe meeting)
overwhelmingly against the. MIRV, while-the admi'nistration and some faculty insisted that the issue of research
in the Instrumentation Labs. was a-complex one that
would take time- to consider rationally, which meant
th.at-.;. Arc needed to make financial calculations,"'and
keep the labs qperating. The- audience was secemiig'1sympathetic- to: the demand that- the discpline
committee be abolished, and thus did 'not accept
Lamson's {behavior norm's of this or any other
.community.?Had the game ended? Would it ever resume?

EFRIDAY AFTERNOON, Eddlethe
dean of engineering's conference
man returned to
room to attempt to speak to Johnson. He waiked in to
find himsel facing Snyder and Simonides, both amazed
and ewasperated at what Eddlemnn had done. No, they
answered, he- could not see Johnson. Johnson was
furious. Write him a note.
Eddleman returned to Baker House aild wrote a note.
He was sorrw that he had divulged Johnson's secrets, but
he had not been told the injunction vote was
confidential. He would not divulge Johnson's secrets any
more.
-No matter. No administrator would deal with
Eddleman again. It would be Steve Ehrmann who would
finally read the-GA resolution on the expulsion of Mike
Albert to the Faculty at a meeting some two weeks in the
future.
And three months after the office takeover, Wells
Eddleman, whom no administrator would deal with,
would be elected UAP.

Gray and Simonides had been the strongest advocates
oft the belief that the occupation would end by ets own
attrition. Accordingly, both tend to remember the
administration planning as being very much the
"measured approach, with low level of action" that the
January 15 faculty meeting gives as Johnson's stanceSimnonides cannot even remember for certain that
I ;cd . . .
there was an injunction obtained.
that -there was an injunction, and I don't know that for a
fact, but I do know that there was discussion with the
1awyers about how it would be obtained, and what it
would be..." But Simonides was then assistant to the
president, and the president released a statement on
Sunday, January 18, 1970, stating that "Late on Friday
we sought and obtained from the Middlesex Superior
Court a temporary restraining order enjoining the
occupation." "Late on Friday" may be tardy by several
hours. MIT may have had the injunction as early as
Friday afternoon.
And Gray recalled:

V V HEN KESHNER RETURNED to the
war room after the student meeting, Johnson was not
present. He' and other administrators had apparently
moved into another office in the dean of engineering's
suite.
While they had sat at the interminable- FAG/SAG;
meeting of Thursday night and at the augmented
academic council meeting that Friday morning, there
had come moments when it had suddenly seemed clear
to Keshner and others on SAG why they had been
brought in. Their refusing-to compromise their position
that under no. circumstances should police be used was
actually useful -to- Johnson: it made it appear that
Johnson was following a moderate course. No
conservative could be infuriated that Johnson waszmore
liberal than anyone else in the meeting.
Then had come the undiscussed decision by three
students to hold a student meeting. And then Eddleman
had blabbed to the radicals.
Keshner, in the war room late Friday afternoon,
suddenly knew that the administrators in another office
down the , 11 did not want him there any longer. The
pretense that students assisted in the decision making
process had been purchased too dearly. Perhaps all it had
bought Johnson (besides an appearance to conservatives
that he was middle-of-the road rather than liberal) was
some indication, through these students' reactions, how
the student body might react to some decision.
Now, Johnson had decided he could no longer afford

Faced with ..

But there had been a timetable. Dean Nyhart recently
confirmed, that, had the demonstrators still been in the
office early Saturday morning, they would have been
busted.
There is no way

M-

p

of knowing if MIT would have

followed its alleged intention of serving the injunction
and beginning the game of chicken, or if administrators
would 'have dedided to simply call in the police and
retain at least control of the bust's timing and, perhaps,
in light of the Friday meeting with police, a great deal
more control than that.

HE OCCUPATION ENDED at 10 pm
Friday, after 34 hours.
In front of Benson Snyder's office, Simonides had
been told at about 9 pm that it seemed the occupation
'would end-told, presumably, by student spies. He had
kept away from the area, though, on the belief that his
presence would somehow disturb any preparations to

HE- EXENT OF the administration's
planning on Friday afternoon will perhaps never be
known..
It is certain, though, tHat on Friday theddrpinistration obtained an injunction and conferred at length with
the Cambridge chief of police.
Vice President John Wynne:

depart.
At 10, there came. the sound of chanting echoing
You recognize that it was inescapzble that we would consider
,through the halls. Simonides rushed to Teakwood Row.
the possibility that-the occupantsi' of'-"he office -would not leave
voluntarily. Mr. Johnson, Dr. Wiemer, Dr. Gray, others of us,- the occupation had ended.

were quite unwialing to attempt to redgain the use of -the
president's offce: 'through force, -but we recognized the
possibiliiy diat sooner or later we might decide that it was
necessary. And' so there was a fair amount of contingency
discussion-I'm sure that Walter Milne vwas a participant in it, as
was I, and as was Oliveri, or Sidney-with the Camnbridge chief of

A -line of perhaps 60-persons was Wieving the offices
while several- photographers shot pictures, among them
the photographer MIT had hired. Near the line's end was
one-person who recognized Simonides. Now are you
going to do us in? he asked.
Simonides- stared at him. Then he walked into the
offices and ordered the campus partol to close off all
entrances. He recalls saying that nobody was to get in,
absolutely nobody; if the radicals could secure the
offices, Simonides and the campus patrol certainly
could.
There was immense concern that the occupiers had
left some explosive device behind in the offices. The
campus patrol began an intensive search.
They found a wash bottle containing acetone.
Suddenly Simonides realized that the search had
falled to produce an object he had expected to find in

police.

Unfortunately, Wynne, who generally handles tactical
matters for MIT (even recently, he conducted a briefing of
student -"leaders" following the bomb explosion at the
CIS) has no concrete memories of what happened at the
meeting
He asserts, though, that the meeting was largely for
the -purpose of providing the police with enough
information so that they could plan a contingency bust
intelligently. Though Wynne can recall nothing of the
actual tactical discussion, he, thinks he remembers that
the police made no big fuss over the positioning of the

)Ba~~b~i~iI

waiting a decent time and hoping it will end,

after which you proceed through whatever due process
mechanism you want to use, to try and obtain recourse on those
who -were -involved-faeed with that alternative, or all the
uncertainty and, the possibility of violence that goes with a
bust-you take the first one.
We're not in a very good location to try and bust. The big
door in there was blockaded. We knew that; you could see the
blockade from occasional glimpses you could get through here
Johnson's office). There are only two doors in: this door [the
one that was broken downI and Killian's back door. There were
windows onto the Great Curt here: you had visions of people
jumping out of windows, or trying to slide down ropes, or
whatever. There wasn't very good access for police to come in. It
could have been a wild, wlkd scene.
... at some point, had they decided not to leave, there would
have been, with about six hours' notice, a bust.
-intwhere there was an agreed-upon
it didn't get-to the
timetable because before we got to the point where we were
going to be specific about a timetable-my recollection on that
was about midnight Friday that we would have begun then to be
specific about'a timetable-
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the offices. He had seen the radicals leave; they had not
taken it with them.
The battering ram was gone.
The demonstrators moved to the student center, after
which, having passed a few'dormitories, and augmented
their numbers to about 100, they moved to the
president's house at 111 Memorial Drive, where the
president had not lived in some time.
There a small but unruly scene developed. According
to Johnson's statement of January 18, "one of the
demonstrators climbed up to a first floor window and
kicked in the face one of the campus patrolmen who
attempted to remove him." Apparently the demonstrators, in attempting to post a list of demands on the
house's door, pushed and shoved a while.
The group then moved on to adjoining Senior House
where, as Steve Carhart's perhaps unintentionally
slapstick account in The Tech phrased it,

The reaction was mixed, but predominendy hostile or
indifferent. One student attempted to drop a water bomb on
them, but hit Wadleigh instead. A rock was thrown toward
Wadleigh, but it missed him and went through a window instead.
Simonides had driven to Johnson's house in time to
witness the events there. He then returned to the
president's office.
Those members of FAG/SAG who were readily
locatable had been allowed in to inspect the occupied
area; faculty chairman Martin had been telephoned. He
was now wandering about the offices; God, he said to a.
student on SAG, isn't it awful,-referring to the damage,
whose extent, according to Johnson's statement of

January 18, was considerable. (Simonides has declined
to release the photographs MIT had taken after the
occupation's end.)
The SAG member could think of a lot of things in the
world that were just awful.
FAG/SAG members and Simonides were in the
offices when the occupiers returned from their east
campus trip. They came chanting down Teakwood Row,
and stopped to. pound on, the cori'dor walls of the

presidential suite. Katsiaficas shouted: We're gonna win,
because we're the people; you're gonna lose, HoJo,
because you're a pig. The group moved off. Simonides
recalls that he was somewhat disconcerted at the
reappearance of the occupiers; Martin that he never gave
a thought to any possible attempt to retake the office,
and calmly continued telling people how awful it all wasThe pounding on the walls was heard within;
Katsiaficas' remark was not. Johnson (referred to in
Katsiaficas' shout by the nickname HoJo ) was not
present; he had trotted down Teakwood Row to take a
rapid look at the offices, and now he was gone.

13 non-students and former students, and two faculty
members.Two of the 31 were charged with disruption of classes
as well. They-had entered the class of Piofessor Edwin
Bransome to attempt to speak to students; asked to
leave, they had.
Earlier, they had not fared as well at John Wilff's
3.091 lecture. Wulff was concluding the term, and was in
the middle of -his inspiring "Putting It All Together"
oration-he was a former Shakespearian actor-when the
two disruptors had entered. Wulff, enraged, shouted for
assistance from his audience in removing the two; his
speech becoming somewhat garbled when, in his passion,
he lost his dentures.
Several of the larger conservatives in the metallurgy
subject had duly removed the disruptors.
The maximum fine for class disruption was $50 and
thirty days; for trespass, each count (one for each day in
the occupied officed) could result in as much as $100
and thirty days.

imstituton and as a derious challenge to the principles of
openness and rational discouse and orderly pro
.
fundamenal to any academic nvirronment.

that-w

Judge Parker seemed to have more luck handling-the
raucus behavior of spectators than Lamson had had--during disciplinary committee hearings. He never
threatened to clear the cqurt or cite persons for
contempt. When presented with a piece of birthday cake
(it was one of the defendants' birthdays), he calmly
consumed it, and the trial continued. Bobby Seale's
birthday cake had not fared as well.
On Thrasday, March 26, Dean Nyhart announced he
had transmitted charges against eleven students to the
discipline committee earlier that day. That afternoon
Lamson notified those charged, who then had, under
new regulations adopted by the faculty at a meeting on
March 18, ten days to reply to the charges. The
committee would then meet to decide if hearings should
be held.

m
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On January 21, Judge Harold E. Magnuson issued 29
complaints for trespass; two cases had been thrown out
on grounds of insufficient evidence. MIT administrators,
who had expected the issuance of complaints to be a
routine matter, foundthemselves obliged to indicate not
only that in each case they had two positive
identifications, but that each person could be shown to
have been warned of his culpability.
At 2 pm Monday, February 9, 1970, Steve Krasner
was arrested by state police on Massachusetts Avenue
near the MIT armory. Taken to the Third District Court
in Cambridge, he Was booked and released on $1000
personal recognizance on the charge of "manufacture of
a laxcentious or burglarious instrument." A hearing was
set for the following-day.
Oq Saturday, MIT administrators had spoken with
District Attorney John J. Droney, who was interested in
the battering ram. Perhaps it was Droney's office- tiat
had unearthed the 1853 law under which Krasner could
be charged.
Perhaps not. Some MIT administrators, notably
Associate Provost Rosenblith, had been especially
outraged by the violence done to Johnson's door, and
the four unknown persons who had done it. MIT had
cooperated wholeheartedly, said an anonymous Institute
source at the time, with a Grand- Jury considering the
chances of charging persons involved in the office
takeover with one crime or another.
On Tuesday, February. 10, Krasner pleaded not
guilty: His attorney requested 20 days to prepare a
special plea. The trial was set for 20 days thereafter.

On April 30, a defense motion that charges against
Steve Krasner be dropped was granted by Judge
Cornelius J. Moynihan, on grounds that no burglary was
intended, and that there was no way to determine that
the battering ram was a burglarous instrument.
The disciplinary committee hearings were to have
begun 'on May 6, 1970. At the beginning of May,
President Richard Nixon deicded that American forces
would invade Cambodia.
The hearings were held in the middle of May.
Expulsion of seven student resulted.
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On Thursday, May 21, the two disruptors of classes
lost their appeal of an April 13 conviction on two
counts. Judge George Johnson of Middlesex Superior
Court now sentenced them to two months in the
Billerica Correctional Institution and fined them $50.
When the mother of one became hysterical, the judge
castigated her for "not bringing up her son properly"
and gave her ten days in the Charles Street Jail.
A law passed a month before Steve Krasner had been
acquitted in 1970 required an automatic appeal by-the
District Attorney to the Massachusetts State Supreme
Court. The case was reinstated, 4-1.
On Tuesday, April 6, 1971, Krasner was found guilty
of manufacturing a burglarious instrument.
He appealed. In the first week of October, 1971, he
lost, and was taken to the BJillerica Correctional Institnute
to begin a one-year sentence.

Eleven of the 29 defendants went to court' on
Wednesday, February 11, to plead not guilty. The trial
was continued until March 10, despite pleas by MIT
attorney Robert Sullivan for a more immediate trial.

T

HROUGHOUT THE WEEKEND foMlow-

ing the takeover, MIT administrators met to determine
the manner in which to proceed with prosecution in the
courts. A list was compiled of about 60 persons who
could be identified by at least one administrator.
Thirty-one persons could be identified by two; MIT's
legal counsel had advised that only those 31 could be
prosecuted with a reasonable chance of conviction, and
this advice was announced to FAG/SAG at a Sunday
meeting. The administration seemed interested only in
obtaining some indication of what student and faculty
reaction would be. The matter was presented to
FAG/SAG as a course of action already decided upon.
Some time Saturday, Johnson was seen speaking with
his public relations consultant, Jim Nichols. Do you
think I should call another faculty meeting, Johnson
asked him-apparently a faculty meeting to discuss what
actibns MIT would take against those who had- taken
over the offices. Why do you want the faculty yelling at
each other and you, Nichols replied. Why increase the
pressure on you.
Ther. was no meeting.

MONDAY, January 19, MIT applied
ON
in the Third District Court of Eastern Middlesex for the
isance of complaints against 31 persons: 16 students,

During the last week in February, charges were
readied to bring eleven students before the disciplinary
committee. Dean Nyhart, who would under the
disciplinary system of the time prepare and transmit
charges to the committee, stated' that the charges would
be something like "deliberate interference with the
function of tihe Institute." ("We intend to deal with
these incidents decisively so that we can go forward with
the serious business of this institution," said Johnson in
the January 18 statement.)
Professor Lamson stated that the charges would not
be heard until after the civil trial. He, was aware, he
added, that the committee was not entirely trusted, and
he said that the committee was preparing a paper on
judicial reforms. Such a paper, including a flow chart of
new, improved justice at MIT, would indeed appear
shortly thereafter.
The trial of 28 persons (one of the 29 complaints had
unaccountably, disappeared) began .and ended on
Tuesday, March 10. Judge Haven Parker made a written
record that "the evidence was sufficient to warrant a
finding of guilty." If 24 of the defendants stayed on
good behavior for an eight-month period, the charges
were to be dismissed-all this over the objections of
Sullivan. One of the remaining defendants had the flu,
one was "under emotional strain," one's case would be
continued separately, and one defendant had d'ppeared.
"This decision was entirely the court's," said Judge
Parker, "and the court assumes full responsibility for its
actions."
Said MIT's counsel SuBiVan:
f the Cowt do nis
t.t the
t cabyme
e
ose fe& d
. t.e
p _g come. lbe
rinnal
'
fO4-=im
represent she n
ostiute regards the forca enty and ocurton of the Office
to the inerity of the
~e u as a doct t~
'o the

T NO TIME during the office occupation had the door from Chairman Killian's office, which
opened directly on the corridor, been guarded by
campus patrolmen. It was through this door that a party,
having collected some thirty or forty dollars, had been
sent to McDonald's for hamburgers.
And, some time the first night of the occupation, it
was through this door that the battering ram had been
removed from the offices.
For some reason, its fate is a matter of rumor. Those
who do not know for certain what became of it do not
wish to know, just as those radicals who do not know
the identity of the four persons who smashed in the
door of the president's office do not wish to know;and
if there are any who do know; they do not communicate
so much as the fact that they doknow.
All rumors agree that the ram was placed in the
basement of Bexley Hall, where it rested for some
unknown length of time.
The'rumors do not agre on the manner in which the
ram disappeared forever. One story contends that the
metal was somehow sheared into unrecognizable
fragments. It seems more likely, though, that the
battering ram was cast into the Charles River. There is a
place along the bank not far from the MIT crew pavillion
where pipes enter the Charles bearing hot water that has
cooled the enormnnous coils atthe Francis Bitter National
Magnet Laboratory, and the temperature of the river
near .the pipe is raised sufficiently that ice never forms.
But there are some who remember that in January of
19O7, te, river was not frozen over at all. Winter was
mild that year. (Tbis is the final section of a tbee pi sees.)
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Chekhov's Sea G·ull
I

i
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BY Nir Minazian
frontting each other.
Russlims should write noveli,
These other charactersare all
not plays. It seems that when- unfuffffled and underdeveloped.
ever a Russian play is produced, they make up a Peytoln Place of
it suffers from plodding prose, a town centered around Sorin
undeveloped relationships and- (Triplev's uncle, Arkadina's
dead-end sub-plots. However, ebrother),,and the people. around
The Sea GOI by Chekhovisone his estate. Sorin is brilliantly
of the better Russian -ttempts
at played by Lewis Morton, and
the play form and a competent although his mannerisms. and
production by the S11T Com- manner of speaking wear a little
munity Players helps ii succeed. thin at the end, his reason and
The story is classical: a
hii~tness show oat in the group.
mother who is a peat and fa- Dom, a doctor, played-by Mark
mous actress, and her son, a Watts, is also refrehinng, but is
young playwriht, live in a world hinted-at and seemingly irrelewhere they try to-find substi- vant entanglement with the wife
tutes for their
m mother of Sozin's steward only serves to
son love. She substitutes -for the' further complicate the situation
unsuccessful young writer-son, and put a load on the part.
whom she cannot control, a sucThe play loses a lot of its
cessful. young novelist, whom potential impact also due to the
she can controL He sulbsitutes' weakness of the parts of Trig
for the absent actre'smother a . onn, the novelist, and his youthyoung girl who wishes to be az ful love Zarechnaya, the young
actress, Her Doe for him is not aspiring actress. Brian Smita
there; she acts in his play but lends whatever he can to the
does not understand him.
character of Trigonrn, but his
The son' Treplev, is well- dialogue is not, much to work
played by Lee Barton, who ably with,-' and he is poorly develcatches the early idealism and oped. Gisele Oelbaum as Zarlater disillusionment of the char- echnaya is rpuired to convince
acter. His part -suffers from the us that she is -a poor young
common difficulty of trying to actress, suppressed by hei
display a tragic character with wealthyfamily; while not having
expressions and motions which great dialogue, still she is
seeminrgl do not match the unconvincing, delivering her
translated dialoyze. His mother, lines with Russian-like formality,
ArAadina, does not seem to have not with ease.
this air of tragedy. Sai-a Colleton
- The direction and production
plays Axkadina well, seemingly are a good effort doing Chekhov
insensitive to the tArc realities, perhaps more justice than he
a model of al image-onsciouss deserves. It's too bad that they
actress. Between them there is cannot undo'the ending. AU of
no communication. The other those hangig characters could
characters are vehicles for them. have been developed in a good
helpingg
them
to - avoid
con ,movel
- ------- ----=
=--

;Zep: sincerely loud
- -

-

E- Pnluribu
Funk -Grand Funk
RrOff (,Capitol) Nlew Led ZeppilinAtlantic)
Well, I know you don't, but
there are a hell of a lot of people
who like Led Zeppilin and
G;rand Funk Railroad. Their records sell, millions without the
benefit of much radio play.
Taheir concerts sell out without
publicity.
But you don't like thee
groups: SYou have heard a. random song or two by Grand Funk
that grossed you out and you
stopped Evistening to Led Ze&pilin after the second albuniL If
the conversation turns to either
of themYou produce the most
ingenious, descnptive jargon you
can muster, knowing full well
that you've got most of your
fnrends, the rock press, and
countless rock' music polls behind you in your opinion. The
group's popularity you'attribute
to mass bad taste.
But there has to be a better
reason than that. There are actually two. The first one is very
obviously volume. There is still a
very large following for groups
that can tear the ceiling -and
shake the seats at a concert. And
at home with the headphones
on, the ears still nrng for an hour
after the record is finished. AR
the music needs is a beat, and at
that' volume, the power of therhythm flows through and
charges up the whole body.

- loud.
a strong bond between the group I is
The easiest song on the album
and the audience. E Plunibus
Funk* can only strengthen that for everybody to like is "Footstompin, Music'- which is p7:in,
bond.
old, anybodycando-it rock and
Musically, it's another story, roll. The compararative song
however. Most-loud groups on (called, amazingly enough,
stage are not so excessive on "Roclk znd Roll") on the led
disk. However, GFR and LZ are. Zeppilin album might easily be
This turns off a lot of potential the worst cut on that record
listeners, especially in Led Ztep- Draw -your musical comparisons
piin's case- Unfortunately, too, from that,
because, as much as you dislike
Ai couple of things about Zepthem, you have to admit that pilin's vocals. The music is often
Messrs. Page, Plant, Jones, and good enough so that you can
ignore Robert Plant's singing (if
Bonham are good musicians.
Grand Funk has to try fairly you don't like it), the same way
hard to sound agile (their drum- many eadry Ian Anderson vocals
mer really is offensive) but Zep can be forgotten (on any TuRl
oozes proficiency. They always album before Aqualung).
Also there are two extras
have. And now that they're
featured.
One of them is Sandy
dofing the rhythm stuff better on
their new abum, they're sound- Denny, sondinmg fine on one
ing more and more like a very song ("Battle Of EEvermore") and
The Lowest Note Robert Plant
loud Jethro Tull
They've got Tull's best trick, Has Ever Hit on another ("Going
the repitition, down pat. Ever to California""). Plant uses his
since way back; JT has used a voice like an instrument somevery complex rhythmic founda- times and really is a strong plus
tion which repeats endlessly for the group, rather than having
while the melody and the flute somebody be "appointed" singer
dance on top. The repition is because someone has to do the
hardly boring since the courater- singingSo, in total, Led Zeppilin's
play between the song and the
foundation is usually so inter- main drawback is that it tends to
estig Well, now' Led Zep is be a little noisy. If you can get
doing it, too, only louder. And'it past that, you might actually
still,^ sounds good, although it find yourself-enjoying their new
occaiionally gets a bit muddy. .album. They haven't given up
Nontheless, it is not to be dis- and neither should you. On the
missed without a few good other hand, E Plurnbus Furnk is
listenings.
probably- .a typical record for
t
Now, Grand Funk cant do Grand Funk-sincere feelings
Grand Funk Railroad is infinitely accessible to its fans. The any of this. W/hen they rpeat a wrapped- up in loud, nonsounding music,
lyrics are uncomplicated, foundation, it matchs the met- pFrofessiot
wrapped up in an arrogant(they're enclosed with the re- ody and the repitition is vrey
cord so you can see) -the kind noticeable and it drags. Youll lookin$ cover. Which may be
you could have written yourself. swear you've heard every guitar just what you're looking for. It
You can't say that about Emer- lick somewhere else- before you all depends on what you want in
a record. But it's not as if crand
son, Lake and Palmer, for in- hear it here. This is tot really to
stance, The simplicity of the say the record is that bad, just Funkl had Qngohig to offer.
sort-- of borng.---And,
-.Jay
it
words and the
feelings creates
__
sslrof course,
·
-I
---- Polack

354-6165

oC)ppn 8:00 to a:30

.Arrays Barber Shop
eecwocte
cou

4

>e

""for that well-groomed look"'
545 Tech1 Square
Ratx.ortitting. sun laimp tacial
(opposite garage
behind East Campus)
,Servimr Techmeoln for over 35 years
~~IIaI
r
Ir

1Aelein

an

I

'advertising gimmickea

Savings Bank Life Insurance
isAmrici'slowestBnst ife insuranceforall rdinary
i -Life, Endowment, and, Renewable Term policies.
Get the facts and low cost Aoon far yourexact age. It
will be worth your time to come in and see us.
864-5270 or 876-2240G
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Photo by Sheldon Lowenthal.
Enhancedby Dave Searls
Instigated by BRI Roberts
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Josephliasi.. 72 and Michael

editors, elected-in -a .three-and- Tower (irregular), -Business 'Mana-half-hour;:smoke-filled:meeting; ager; -Paul "W-underkindt."
in- the newspaper s sagging Stu- ..Schindler '74 and Walter Middledent.. Center. inner office last .brook .74, News_Editors; Tim
Saturday. The marathon-session :iorpes '72 and-Wiam Roberts
was notable for a lack of the 72, Night - Editors; - Bradley
political infighting that had char- Billetdeaux '72, Sports Editor;
acterized certain more violent David Searls '73, Arts Editor;
'Sheldon Lowenthal '74 and
contests in the past.
Elected to the new iboard of DnDarid 'Tenenbaum .. 74, Photo~
editors, which will guide the- 'gPahy Editors1_Alex Makowki
collegiate tabloid through the
year beginning February were
(pictured, left), Robert Elki n '73
'73,
as Chairman; LeeGigere~~~~~~~~~..

g Edi:

Feirtag '72, Cont'abutin
tos. .

and most
All an unopposed,
were without interest
contet
gratu/except for somne spr,'

tous sniping. Only those nomi-
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Robert Elkin, The Tech's new head man.

d

,Cohen :72, Adverzsn'"Manager,--and

Sandra

-Manging -Editor; Leonard.

has passed on .to a new gaggle of - L
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-aked' to help boost appiations

Uderdas
By Lee Giguere
Faced with a decline both in
applications and in the number
of students who accept admission to MIT, the Admissions
Office is stepping-up its efforts
to encourage undergraduates to
,isit their high schools and meet
with applicants and potential applicants.
In a letter dated Sunday and
addressed to MIT undergraduates, Director of Admissions
Ronald Greeley points out the
importance of undergraduates in
conveying "a more accurate picture of tlie Institute and college
life in general."
While the letter may seem to

be a response to a "crisis," it
really represents an expansion. of
previous Admissions Office policy. Last year, the Office, in an
attempt to provide more information to admitted high school
students before they had to
make a final decision on college,
released the listof admitted students befor spring vacation; this
year they hope to :encourage
contact'. before the deadline for
applications.
Late in November, Associate
Director of Admissions Peter
Richardson and Educational
Council Director William Hecht
met with a group of students to
outline their problems and to
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DINING SERVICE
MEAL SCHEDULE
DURING CHRISTMAS VACATION
.wd~)f4~3~

8

cl|"V
G
LOBDELL

Dec. 20-23
24-26
27-30

Mon. - Thurs.
Fri. - Sun.
Mon. - Thurs.

Dec.31-Jan.2
Jan. 3-4
Jan.5

Fri. -Sun.
Mon.-Tues.
Weds.

Lunch (11-12)
Closed
Breakfast.(7:30-1 0)
Lunch (111:30-2)
i
Dinner (5-7)
Closed
Bk, Lunch, Dinner
Regular schedule resumes
for IAP

i

WALKER
Dec.

20-23
24
25
26
27-30
Dec. 31- Jan. 2
Jan. 3-4
Jin. 5

1
i

Moh.-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
M!lon.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sun.
Mon., Tues.
Weds.

A

IA

Bk, Lunch, Dinner '
Pritchett Lounge only
Closed
Pritchett Lounge only
Lunch only
Pritchett Lounge only
Lunch only
Regular schedule resumes
for IAP

easy today. Not in
a World as confusing and corm- l
plex as ours.
But the Paulist finds a frequent joy in his
own way of life
and values that are
lasting.
As a Paulist he
may counsel a runaway youth, listen to
the problems of a
senior citizen; organize-a Home d
: 'ia
Mass or conduct!...
a forum on nar-':'
cotics. Because Paulists have always been pioneers in. communications, he may communicate
through the printed word or
through mass media such as
radio, films or television.
Whatever tool he chooses, the
Paulist gets his "message"
through.
Can -you think of any other
life that will provide more inner
satisfaction for you? ,
For more information abo~ut '
the Paulist priesthood write to:
Rev. Donald C. Campbell,
C.SP,Vocation Director, Room
No. 200
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Ice Cream

O

Shakes
~~Subs

^
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Reasonable Pris

w -

VOLVO

v

eass Ave. ins Boston,
Just off Beacon Street

Open until 3am

I

EVERY DAY
.4do -allow.

AUTHORIZED DEA.ER
SERVICE
SALES- PARTS
EUROPEAN DELIVERY SPECIALISTS

w

4

NEXT TO RAYPIOND'S
PIECES Jack Nicholson 3:30
CNE BLOCK FRO.'I RTE. 128
I 6:45 - 10:00 & Stanley Kubrick's
805 PROVIDENCE NHWY. q9ua 1 fin
STRANGELOVE-2:005:15
I DR.
RTE. 1, EDIHwN
329-1 IUU
- 8:30
i01
i
MAC-AN."
iI' -- rdL
IL M1. w
JoHLAMUCH&W-·L-~
- now_A& MAC 101.44-A-Aw

i

BRATTLETues.SQ.
A professional
Luis Bun876.4226.Thru

.

nuel's BELLE DE JOUR 6:009:30 & Claude Lelouch's'A MAN
AND A WOMAN Jean-Louis Trintignant, Anouk Aimee 7:45 Wnkd
Mat4:15
a__~PleLAL

I

ABORTION
that is safe,
,
legal &
inexpensive

CENTRAL
I
864-0426 45th Week. DeBroca's

O

ii

THE KING OF HEARTS 6:30 9:45 Wknd Mat 3:10 & GIVE
HER THE MOON 8:15 Wknd Mat

i CENTRAL. 2
4:55 -

1f_
jM-06.ft

.

outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy
EdUcational Service

I

AND ENGLISHMEN Joe Cocker
5:25 - 9:55 & FAR FROM THE
MADDING- CROWD Julie

415 West 59th Street
New York; N.Y. 10019
I

Christie, Alan Bates .7:30

· 'Mat3;00 - ·

W

la

. 4-

'

N

Wknd

I

can 6ie set up on an

-

864-0426 Thru gues. MAD DOGS

..

WE MAJOR IN PERFECT SERVICE

HARVARD SQ.-, i DAUELL MOTOR SALES c.

A a
I 6L;&_'AN, alum m. .0. &. BLAad&
I
I
I 864-4580 Thru Tues. FIVE EASY

~Faster,
.
more efficent service
Self-service beverages

... . .~~ .
r---

Sandwiches

1

December 20 '
I - . .'
.
Reopening January 5

Must sacrifice large estate lot of
photo equipment in fine condition at
give away prices or best offer. Nikon
"F," new with F 1.4 lens, $245.
Latest Pentax with lens $85. Broncia
camera and backs from $65. Rollei
16-S, Minox, Tessina "L" only $85.
each. Good enlarger, has everything
$38. Nikon 8X, B.&H. Audo., Bolex
160. Canon 518 Super Zoom movie
cameras from $48. Genuine Nikon,
Pentax, Leica, Minolta, etc. lenses
real cheap; MORE! FREE goodies:
film filters, cases, etc. just for the
asking! Private home. 527-0311.

( HAWK- (
( SHOP (

e

A

n

TWENTY CHIMNEYS

WANTED: bid radios, crystal sets,
wireless equipment, radio magazines,
catalogues pre-1923. West Roxbury,
325-6655.

Modern like new Leitz medical lab
microscope with quadruple eyepieces, mechanical stage, sub-stage
light, etc. (originally $1200). Only
$375. Call Sam Levine 527-0311.

Finding a job

,CAMBRIDGE' / 868-0160 ABARTHEXHAUSTSYSTEMS
F'REE CAN OF CLASSICCA WAX WITH EACH $10.0

Cougar '69. 4 speed, AM/FM, heavy
duty suspension, excellent condition,
active warranty. Good price.
625-9456 evenings.

that gives you
satisfaction isn't

e

i

--i

PART TIME JOBS are available for
responsible married student couples
(with or without a child) to HOUSEWATCH and BABYSIT for extended
periods in Boston's suburbs. Couples
must have car and be able to provide
good references. Variety of situations
available from week-ends to permanent positions. Call University Home
Services, 449-3590 for more information.

TRANSLATORS with scientific
training required. All languages and
disciplines. Freelance. Send resume
to Box 5456, Santa Barbara, CA
93103.

MUCH THOUGHT TO
WH'T YOU'LL
BE DOINGN
TOMORROW?

CARELLO DRIVING LIGHTS

"LAW SCHOOL - WILL I MAKE
IT? CAN I MAKE IT?" A new book
by a recent law graduate for prospective law students. Send $2.95. Kross
Press, Box 3709A, Milwaukee, WI
53217.
SKIS FOR SALE. New unused K-2
Comps. Last year's model, 200 cm,
$120. Must sell. Call Gary Ruf x3617
or 536-7564 in evenings.

20%o-50o OFF ON ALL STEREO
EQUIPMENT, stereo components,
compacts, and TVs. All new in factory sealed cartons, 100%1o guaranteed. All major brands available. Call
Mike anytime, 491-7793.

III;S

sulmPrPARTS

Arts: the Park Place Project
Award, consisting of a cutting
torch and a scrap trailer. (See
picture, page 1.)
To -the IFC and Dean Sorenson: the Amateur Magician,
Award for their slight-of-hand
with the $15,000 'phone debt.

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING for parties, room decorations, dances, rock
.concerts. World's largest psychedelic
lighting catalog for rentals, sales,
lightshows, send $1. (credited as $2.)
to: RockTronics, 22 MIT-Wendll
St., Cambridge, MA 02138. Call
EL4-4444.

F HAVE YOU GIVEN

prelared for
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classifierd
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.To the- A-League football
teams: the Joel Bergman Award
for "building character through
athletic competition."
To'the Proud Eagle Tribe: a
floor . plan of the- HermtannBuilding.
To the Committee on Visual

Once again the Christmas season is upon us, and in keeping
with time-honored . tradition,
The Tech presents its selections
of Christmas, gifts forvarious
members of the MIT Community:
To Carol Libby: a broom.
To the Institute Mail Service:
a dead horse with a Pony Express brand.
. To the Residents of Baker
'House: the NET&T Overkill
'Award and a set of diamondtipped drill bits.
To the Information Processing Center: the George Meany
Award for its "internal redistribution" of costs which resulted
in a 30% price increase for all
users.
To Constantine B. Simonides:
the Daniel Ellsberg Award for
"unflagging support of truth-and
freedom of the press."
To Edwin Diamond: a trip to
Siberia.
To Thursday and Ergo: the
New York World Journal Tribune Award for Dynamic. Journalism.
To the Campus Patrol: a new
fleet of wheelchairs, painted' Institute Grey.
To Beckwith Elevator Corp.:
a sign reading, "STAIRS."
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able to tell, or capable of telling information about MIT in the
high school students what being minds of many people. Contacts
an MIT undergraduate is like. with undergraduates would proHecht, in fact, pointed out that vide -applicants and potential
members of the Educational applicants with a source-of inforCouncil, all alumni'with a con- mation that is both up-to-date
tinuing interest in MIT, are spe- and credible. Richardson further
cifically warned against trying to noted that influencing the makeup of the student body is in the
do this.
They also felt, however, that self-interest of the students.
there is a great deal of mis-

seek suggestions for improving
MIT's image among possible applicants. (Both Richardson and
Hecht travel extensively, Richardson meeting with applicants,
and Hecht with MIT Educational
Counsellors.)
In opening the discussion,
both Richardson and Hecht admitted that neither they, nor
other non-students, are really

M.I.T.'s
closest
Savings Bank
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week- by -outmanning New
Hampshire and outclassing
Lowell Tech. The two triumphs
were by nearly identical margins: MIT 115.6 -UNH 103.2
and MIT 118.1.5 -LTI 105.3.
As in their loss to Boston State,
thie Techers were missing the
which has typified
sharpness '
past MIT teams. Coach Bob Lilly
theorized that it was due.to the
higher level of difficulty in this
year's routines. Whatever- the
reason, it is disappointing since
it takes a- lot of the spark and
-excitement out of the team and
the meets.
The New Hampshire meet
Was- a; little on the -dull side.
UNH has lost quite a few gymnasts for various reasons, so the
meet was mostly an individual
- battle 'for first paces. The fact
that MIT got only two firsts, but
won the meet by a wide mar.gin
shows the strength,of the team
in the second and third men.
Dave Beck '72 on floor exercise
and Dave Millman "72 on rings
got the two firsts with scores of
7.75 and 6.4. Milman's score
barely edged out sophomore Jarvis Middleton's 6.35 as the pair
) placed 1-2. Other second places
in the meet were by Larry Bell
.'74, 7.35 on parallel bars, Neil
4h 'minutes. Steals by Brown Davies '74, 6.7 on high- bar, and'
and Ray White '74 twice Paul: Bayer:
'73 (shown at left),
brouglht the Techmen close, but 6.2 on pommel homrse. None of
they chose to take long-shots these men were close to the
rather than work their offense,
UNH men who took first, but
and Trinity stayed ahead. When they were backed up strongly by
Brown fouled out with 2:43 re- John Austin '74 on high bar and
maining, itEwas apparent that the Dennis Dubro '73 on pommel
game was lost.
horse with third places and
A look at the book shows Andy Rubel '74 with an excellent
that despite strong rebounding 6.85 on parallel bars. Danny
by Hudson and Bill Godfrey '72, Bocek '72 also did well with
MIT was out-rebounded by,the third places on both floor exersmaller Trinity team, 5-048. MIT cise and vaulting.
-shot -a dismal 25-76 from the
Looking .at event margins,
floor, largely as -a result of the floor exercise continued winning
long shots taken in an attempt by beating UNH by 4.15, and
to break up the Trinity zone. pommel horse rebounded from
Hopefully IAPwill see the cagers its dismal showing at the last
demonstrating that they- are a meet to -win by'3.0. The-big
better team than their reord
surprise was the high bar with. a
indicated.
margin: of victory of an incredible 5.25.
R TP
FG - FT RB
Saturday brought MIT's first
7
1- 3
3
White ''
home meet- and the'strongest
14
2
4
5
Cleveland
-Lowell Tech team the' gymnasts
Hudson
7 12 -18 26
have ever met. Again there was a
9 25
5
10
Brown
battle for firsts as thfe Techers,
3 3' 1.6
0
Godfrey

Loss to Trinity evens' '
basketballmark at 2-2
By Mike Milner
MIT ended the first segment
of the 1971-72 basketball season
with an 80-75 loss to Trinity.
The cagers, now 2-2, resume
their schedule January 8 with
four games in sunny Florida.
Trinity, entering the game
with a 1-3 record, had lost to
Tufts, MIT's first victim. Their
opening man-to-man defense
gave Jerry Hudson'73 and Harold Brown '72 several baskets
early in the game but Trinity
stayed close ...with...acrobatic
shooting by Keith Klevan. Eater:

in the half Tririity'dropped into
a 2-3 zone which denied the.
lob passesinto the front court.
pnad 30-footer by TrinA Iat.
ity:s)njht MT to the locker room
i.4440.
d-ow0n
Tech opened the second-half
with their traditional slow start,
failing to score the first four
times they had the ball. Brown
finally got MIT rolling but not
until the Engineers had been
outscored 11-3 during the first

.J~V
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The- Mir Gymnastics team
_1rot,,ed
up twoearly victorieslast
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sometimes by the skin of their
teeth, grabbed at least a'part of
all of them. But- also again, the
MIT depth beat LTI on every
event.
Captain- Dave Beck took his
fourth' first out of four meets on
floor exercise, as he led Bob

Barret '74 and Bocek to a clean
1-2-3 ·sweep. Two.others kept up
four meet streaks.as Dave "No.
1" Mailmnanid Jarvis "No. 2"
Middleton,- the Hert z and Avis of
the MIT ring team, extended
their list of I-2 finishes with 7.!
and 6.85. All around man and
leading scorer Larry Bell was.the
other easy winner with 7.15 on
parallel bars.
On the other events the first
four places were extremely
-close. On pommel horse the
fourth place finisher was only-.1
out of first. 'Paul Bayer with 6.2
slipped into first over Dennis

Dubro and an LTI man with
6.15 and another -LTI man with

Pucksters down Tufts
but lose to Wesleyan
By Rick Henning
Book i73, the second at 8:34 by
·The hockey team rais;ed 1eir Rich McLaughry '73,' and the
record to 1-2 and thenI sad: it' third; with four seconds left in
drop to 1-3 as they tdefeated the game, by' Tony Luzzi '74,
Vesleyan unassisted.
Tufts and then lost toAV
Goaltender Mike Schulman
in the second week of the season. Getting their Wffe Inse un- '73 had an easy, but rewarding,
tracked, they rolled oveer Tufts evening, as he posted a shutout.
6-0 and then faded iin
The game against Weslyan
the5
sin their
contest with Weslyan, 1o' s
was a different Story. The first
'g5-1
MIT's early scoring drought period was close with Trinity.
~wesop
was broken after two amnd oneon top when sloppy
one breaking.
half minutesof the firstt period defensive work gave Weslyan a
against the TufCs club team
as breakaway. goal at 8:52. Tech
am as
the first goal, credited-t to Frank'
o Frak tied the game at 15:04,on a goal
Scarabino '72, went in after a by Kavazanjian on a rebound of
skciuffle around the Tufts -net. A a shot by Frank Scarabino,
second goal added by Richard
In the second period, the roof
Richard
Casler '74 from John BKCavazaanaVaza hfell in. Wesleyan scored' three
jian '72 .at 9:29 gave tlhie Tech times, putfing-: great pressure on
th MIT defer andf rc,
end
pucksters a -2-04 lead at the~the
ing
end the
of the first period,
them to pull 'm too fat. In the
The second period s;aw wMIT
MbI[T third period.:tie: play was somebut what more even,: -as Weiyam wa
mount several-good rus-hes,
oes, sue
s
t
able
only
were
they
t scole held to only, ne goal, but the
once, about four and a -half lack of offense and a' second
minutes into the perio)d, on -a. period defensive collapsespelled
goal by George Kenny '74 on a the Engineers',
:
Undoing.
pass from Bob Hunter I 1.5. in
the third peziod,'Tech e,xploded
for three goals. The first .came at
2:03 of the period b y Steve
1`72~~~~~~~
. T"
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Not BaEbies
Buy male contraceptives
privately-by' mail
Today's male contraceptives are extremely reliable and exquisitely
sensitive. So> why take chances when you can buy condoms designed

not only with protection in mind, but with pleasure as well. Get the

famous-brand condoms of your choice privately by mail . .
avoid the embarrassment of buying them in a drugstore.

and

Quality brand names only

Population Planning Associates is the. new marketing arm of the
non-profit Population Services, Inc., which for nearly two years has
been bringing birth control· services by mail to college men across
the co antry... with over 10,000 customers on 400 campuses.
Send for our free illustrated brochure describing the wide selection
of condoms we offer. Such as the popular Trojan. The extra-thin
Prime. The pre-shaped Conture. The Kioin-Pack, packaged in handy
gold foil "coins." And many more. All electronically tested to meet
rigorous FDA specifications
Planning Associates
SPECIAL - i Population
105 NHth Colhm:bi
Chapel Hillt N.C. 27514
CHRISTMAS
Gentlemen: Please send me:.

OFFER!

Make Christma merrier this year
...with our unique Christmas
sampler containing 13 assertedi
condoms in a gold foil box
trimed with a bright red and l
gold tie. Contains quarterdozen l
packetsof the4brands mentioned one Crest-Skini

.plus
above..

I
Ii

"5
Christmas Gift Sampler-st
each, plus'.50$-pstage and;handling.
or-'t
cover'cowt."
:
I enclor
I understan that you will refund my.
money in fullif I am not delighted.
O iFree'illustrated brochure only.

-I-

plus 50 'postage and i'handling

I
CIRY
day re- I
All oirdersfinled the -se
eeived aed shipped first class. zip
- I.I
Moneyback if not delight!d
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made of super-sensitive animalI
membrane. For each*sampler, ]
plus our. brochure, sendd.ust $5
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6.1 . Vaulting Danny Bocek was
only '15 behind in third place.
John Austin won high bar by .3
over Davies, but Scott Foster '75
was in a tie for' third only .05
behind Davies, and Donn Wahl'
was only .OS behind Foster.
With this last week of three
meetk in eight days and after
practicing since the first days of
classes in September, the gymnasties activity comes: to' a
grinding halt. The team will take
four weeks off for exams and
-Christmas before resuming practice in the middle of January.
The first meet-after vacation will
bring perhaps the strongest'team
Mff has ever met. It surely is the
most distant, as the gymnasts
will host a triangular-with Yale
and the University of Chicago on
January 29. Coach Lilly hopes
that the vacation will rejuvenate
the spark in the team for the
second half of the season, since
the hardest meets are still to come.
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